How, by increasing
brand awareness by 4%,
increase sales by 10%
Case of STADA, Kazakhstan, 2021

Introduction
Client:
STADA – an international company with a wide range of pharmaceutical products
Product:
Gynaecological preparation Hexicon

Objectives:
⮚ sales growth by 10-20% (2021 vs PY)
Location:
Kazakhstan
Campaign period:
April – December 2021

Landing page: https://urogyn.kz/uznaj-diagnoz-po-zhenski-za-5-minut/
The landing page was developed by the Wunder Digital team.

Research: Sources
of Information
Before launching advertising
campaigns, we conducted a
research to understand where
buyers usually learn about new
drugs. Based on the results of
the study, we found that a
significant part of consumers
prescribe their own
treatment. This audience
segment was chosen as the
main one for communication.
The most popular answers
were:
⮚ from a doctor
⮚ from friends
⮚ Independently after
searching the Internet.
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The research data was provided by Stada Nizhpharm Kazakhstan

Internet promotion strategy:
creative frame «problem – solution»
Outreach
campaign:
self-diagnosis
Based on the case, we form knowledge
about the brand and products among the
potential audience.
In the future, in a drug choice situation, the
audience will be ready to give preference
to a familiar product.

Short-term user
interests
campaign (traffic)
Main types of requests:
⮚ symptom definition
⮚ cause and treatment
⮚ disease prevention
According to the selected requests, the
user goes to the page where he takes the
test and then sees the appropriate drug.

Creative concept:
Problem - Solution
On the landing page, a
woman is tested to diagnose
the disease (Nonspecific
vaginitis, Thrush, Bacterial
vaginosis).
After diagnosing a disease,
the woman goes to the page
of the disease and finds a
description of the drug
relevant for treatment, and
also downloads the
instructions and goes to the
online pharmacy.

Advertising Campaign Mechanics: Traffic
Strategy
1. According to the relevant
semantic queries, the user goes to
the landing page

3. The visitor goes to the
page of the corresponding
disease and finds the
description of the relevant
drug for treatment

2. The visitor takes a test to diagnose
the disease

4. The visitor downloads the instructions
for use and goes to the pharmacy
website to purchase.

⮚ Wunder Digital analysts set up goals for each useful action and used them to track the user's journey.

⮚ If a visitor left a product card instead of going to an online pharmacy, retargeting was set up for a specific creative and
product.

Creative concept:
Problem - Solution
On the landing page, a woman is
tested to diagnose the disease
(Nonspecific vaginitis, Thrush,
Bacterial vaginosis).

After diagnosing a disease, the
woman goes to the page of the
disease and finds a description of
the drug relevant for treatment,
and also downloads the
instructions and goes to the
online pharmacy.

Creative concept: Problem - Solution

The advertising
campaigns covered
12,405,890 unique users.

⮚ animated « problem» banner to reach and drive traffic
to the site

⮚ product banners for driving traffic and retargeting

The Results of an Advertising Campaign with
a Traffic-Driven Strategy
12 405 890
unique users

209 051

new users went to the client's landing page

24 430

users got acquainted with the symptoms of diseases and passed the diagnosis

2300

potential buyers

Brand Lift

Both groups were shown a banner: «Which brands do you know?»
Answer options:

Hexicon, Tergynan, Limenda, Betadine, no answer is suitable.
To assess the growth of Hexicon
brand awareness at the
beginning and end of the
advertising campaign, we used
Brand Lift (target audience
survey).

percentage of positive answers
campaign start

end of campaign
24,72%
21,35%

20,92%
17,10%

Groups for analysis:
⮚ experimental (those who saw
ads - 579,000 users)
⮚ control (those who did not
see ads - 473,000 users)
have seen the ad

have not seen the ad

Brand awareness increased by ≈ 4%.

Channel Performance Evaluation
To promote gynaecological products, the client used not only the digital channel, but also media promotion and trade marketing.
we conducted performance simulations using the Tamburin tool to understand which channel turned out to be the most effective
(including for optimizing future advertising campaigns based on the ROI of advertising channels).
Based on the simulation results:
⮚ The role of media promotion is small. There are sales, but they are less profitable in terms of ROI.
⮚ Trade marketing - the role of this type of promotion turned out to be small.
⮚ Digital is the most effective channel in terms of ROI.
$55 571

$55 385

breakdown of budgets by month

$48 993
$37 095

TV
promotion budget

digital
sales

* The simulation was based on sales data for the last 3 years, the average price of the product and other relevant indicators.

2021 Promotion Results
For 8 months of the advertising campaign, sales of Hexicon increased by 10% compared to the same period
in 2020.

⮚ As a result of work on the advertising campaign, the planned tasks were completed for half of the
allocated budget
⮚ target audience coverage 71%
⮚ sales increase by 10%

Increased brand awareness by 4% increased sales by 10%

